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We have looked atWe have looked at

the three components of exposure:
Shutter speed

 
–

 
time light allowed in.

Aperture
 

–
 

size of hole through which light 
passes.
The first two control the amount of light

 allowed in to the sensor.
ISO

 
–

 
sensitivity of the sensor to light.

So how best to meter or measure the 
amount of light that we need to allow in 
at any given ISO?



Firstly two Firstly two basic conceptsbasic concepts
 

of scenesof scenes

Tones
 

or tonal value
from darkest colour to lightest colour

Dynamic range
the range

 
of tones

 
present in a scene

the dynamic range of a scene will vary
the visible

 
and the sensor

 
dynamic ranges



What is correct exposure?What is correct exposure?

As a general rule
dark areas have visible detail
light areas are not washed out
there is a wide range or balance of tones

 across the image (in B&W from white to 
black). 

All rules can be broken
High key images –

 
very light tonal balance

Low key images –
 

very dark tonal balance



Low keyLow key

Note: the tonal balance 
is dark but there are 
tones present from 
pure white to pure 
black



High keyHigh key



Dynamic rangeDynamic range
 

of the sensorof the sensor

the ability of the sensor to capture the 
available tones from light to dark:

between the point before a pixel becomes 
saturated with light –

 
blown highlight,

and the point before a pixel has more noise 
than measurable light.

camera sensors limited in dynamic range
getting better but no sensor can 
capture the visible range
so a correct exposure is somewhere 
between a blown highlight and noise.



The meter in the camera The meter in the camera ……



The meter in the camera The meter in the camera ……

reads the light entering through the lens 
–

 
this is light reflected

 
off the 

components of the scene.
Zooming changes the image entering the 
lens and the meter responds to that.
The meter looks at the dynamic range and 
decides the exposure needed to get the 
best balance

 
between the two extremes.

It assumes you want an image that is not 
too dark and not too light: a mid (18%) 
grey in overall tone.



Exposure meters are cleverExposure meters are clever

The meter is a sophisticated computer 
with a database of thousands of scene 
types against which it compares the 
pattern it ‘sees’

 
through the lens.

BUT
It is the extremes of dynamic range 
that catch it out

either if there is a big range within the 
scene –

 
tends to one end or the other,

or the scene is predominantly bright or 
dark –

 
goes for grey



Narrow dynamic rangeNarrow dynamic range
Here the exposure is well balanced as the tonal range of sky and

 water is very similar. The exposure meter copes well. No loss of
 

detail.



A bright scene results in A bright scene results in ‘‘mid greymid grey’’
camera meter: f11, 1/125

adjust +1.5 stops approx 

f11, 1/40 or 

f6.3, 1/125



The problem of no detail in the skyThe problem of no detail in the sky
Strong difference in tone between sky and land. Meter captures the 
tonal range of the land and boats. Result = sky over exposed.



The solution: ND GradThe solution: ND Grad



ND GradsND Grads

The Lee filter system, but 
there are others, e.g. Cokin

What they do is to bring 
the tone of a light area 
(sky) closer to the dark 
areas (ground) and within 
the overall dynamic range of 
the sensor.



The histogramThe histogram

That inscrutable diagram that needs 
demystifying!



The histogram shows dynamic rangeThe histogram shows dynamic range

a chart showing 256 brightness levels or 
tones in the image and the number of 
pixels in each of the 256 tones –

 
the 

dynamic range of the image.
darkest tones on the left (0), lightest 
on the right (255).
displayed on the LCD of the camera –

 when taking the image and/or 
afterwards.



The histogramThe histogram

Very few dark pixels –
 

most pixels in the mid tones –
 

very few bright pixels
= a nicely exposed image.

no light tones  –
 

better –
 

balanced exposure –
 

highlights starting to blow –
 

blown



Expose to the right: definedExpose to the right: defined

The sensor 
has more 
noise in this 
tonal area –

 shadows = 
noise

‘Good’
 

part 
of sensor 
not being 
fully used

Overall signal to noise ratio maximised.



Exposure to the right: a myth?Exposure to the right: a myth?

Exposure to the right is often stated as 
a ‘rule’

 
but it is a counsel of perfection.

There is no ‘perfect’
 

histogram since it 
all depends upon the range of tones in 
the image.

a dark scene will have a histogram weighted 
to the left
a light scene will have a histogram weighted 
to the right

BUT it is critical to avoid two types of 
histogram outcomes:



Lost shadow/highlight detailLost shadow/highlight detail

An important and useful tool in checking that the 
exposure is correct with no blown highlights or 
loss of shadow detail.



Note: Shadows 
slightly clipped, 
not many pixels in 
lightest (right) 
third but there 
are some.

A strong moody 
image can result

Exposed to the leftExposed to the left



Note: Very slight clipping of 
shadows, few pixels in 
lightest (right) quarter but 
still some.

In this case an evening light 
image.

Exposed to the leftExposed to the left



Metering modeMetering mode

Spot

Matrix, evaluative, multi zone

Centre 
weighted

Choosing a different way 
of measuring the 
exposure.

Set with switch or via 
menu.



Metering modeMetering mode

Matrix, evaluative, multi zone
the whole of the image is evaluated in a 
matrix of zones.

Centre weighted
60-80% of the weight based on the 
central area (8mm circle in Nikon DSLR 
viewfinder) and the balance feathered out 
to the edge.

Spot
1-2.5% of the area of the viewfinder 
forming a small central circle, the rest of 
the area in the viewfinder is ignored



Matrix modeMatrix mode

Default metering mode
Data is collected from many parts of 
the screen

some of factors used are focus point, image 
subject, foreground, background, etc
compared to database of thousands of 
typical images
camera guesses at the type of scene and 
estimates the appropriate exposure.
very clever but doesn’t always get it right!



Centre weighted modeCentre weighted mode

Emphasises the portion of the image in 
the centre
Uses

if outer edges very dark or very bright and 
what you want to expose correctly is in the 
central area.
useful for portraits, back lit subjects, 
flowers or any isolated subject



Spot modeSpot mode

Small central area only, some DSLRs
 allow you to change the diameter of the 

spot.
Uses

a more precise version of centre weighted
small subjects that do not dominate the 
scene with dark or light surroundings
getting skin tones right in portraits
flowers and foliage where the flower has to 
be correctly exposed



Add versatility to meteringAdd versatility to metering

Exposure lock
Exposure compensation
Exposure bracketing



Exposure lock Exposure lock ––
 

AEAE--LL

Either separate button or 
combined with AF-L.
Menu normally allows you to 
select both, or just AF-L or 
just AE-L for the button.
May have to hold button 
down and recompose

 
then 

shoot or
 

press once to lock, 
recompose

 
and shoot. Lock 

released when photo taken. 
Menu may allow you to 
choose.



Why use exposure lock?Why use exposure lock?

In very similar circumstances to 
selecting centre weighted or spot.

where the key element of the composition 
has a very different tonal value to the rest

The difference is if you have matrix 
selected the result will be more subtle 
than selecting one of the other modes -

 the matrix effect will still be applied.
But take care that in taking the reading 
that a strong bright or dark area is not 
accidentally included.



Exposure compensationExposure compensation

Hold down and dial in the 
increase or decrease in 
exposure. Usually works in 
1/3 stop increments.
If in A mode, changes 
speed setting.
If in S mode, changes 
aperture setting.



Why use exposure compensation?Why use exposure compensation?

Better than exposure lock as there is no 
recomposing involved and the potential 
problem associated with that.
Precise –

 
you decide how much to 

increment
+1 allows in twice as much light as the 
meter has decided –

 
brightens the image. 

In A mode 1/30 at f11 becomes 1/15 at f11.
-1 = half as much –

 
darkens the image. In S 

mode 1/30 at f11 becomes 1/30 at f16.



Exposure bracketingExposure bracketing

Hold down the 
button and dial in 
the number of shots 
or select from 
menu. Can choose 
steps 1/3, 2/3 or 1 
stop.

Set to take 5 exposures each 
one a stop apart: -2 to +2 below 
and above the metered 
exposure. Press the shutter 
button 5 times to cycle through 
or once if automatic.



Why use exposure bracketing?Why use exposure bracketing?

If light conditions difficult (e.g. night 
time) likely camera meter will get it 
wrong so play safe with several 
differently exposed shots.
When taking multiple images for HDR 
manipulation (camera on a tripod).
In A mode changes shutter speed.
In S mode changes aperture.



The End
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